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Latest Webinar (06/16/2021)

“Equal Citizenship and Due Representation”: The Drive for Political Access by Israel’s Arab Community

WATCH HERE

LATEST BLOG (5/27/2021)

After The Ceasefire The Hard Work Begins
by Peter Eisenstadt and Ayala Emmett

READ HERE

Mission

The mission of PPI is to generate and promote partnership between Israelis and Americans who support a progressive Israel.

Learn More
Our Story

In 1946, graduates of Hashomer Hatzair in the United States established an organization called the Progressive Zionist League (PZL).

Learn More

Support Us

Your generous support of PPI programs helps us to bring hope and change by making Israel progressive again.

Learn More

Our Focuses
Civil and Human Rights

Peace and Coexistence

Religious Pluralism

Social and Economic Justice

View All Focuses
What We Do

Israel Symposium

Conversations With Israel & Palestine

Theodore Bikel Peace and Justice Internship Program

Advocacy

View All Activities
Opinion | Ben & Jerry's Aren't Nazis and Their Settlement Boycott Isn't Antisemitic

'A dangerous, Nazi-like act of economic terrorism that dehumanizes the Jewish people': Why Ben & Jerry's tokenistic decision to pull out of West B settlements has triggered such outsized, unhinged and dishonest outrage

Haaretz OpEd on Ben and Jerry's

July 26th, 2021
Two Cheers for the New Israeli Government

June 14th, 2021

Make a Difference